Distinction of gaseous soot precursor molecules and soot precursor particles through photoionization mass spectrometry.
Samples were drawn from sooting premixed low-pressure ethylene oxygen flames and investigated through photoionization mass spectrometry using either KrF or ArF lasers as the radiation source. With the former, mass spectra were obtained as described in the literature and characterized through a series of signal groups, one for each C-number and extending to about m/z 1000, assigned as a PAH series. When the ArF laser was used the same series was observed with a somewhat higher sensitivity. In addition, a new series was observed overlaid on the PAH series and starting at about m/z 680. The new series exhibited abundant ions and it completely dominated the spectrum beyond m/z 1000. This series was identified as being the spectrum of soot precursor particles. Through measurement of the ionization order it was concluded that at least two photons are needed for ionization of PAHs whereas the particles need only one photon. Consequently, they can be measured with high sensitivity when an ArF laser is used as the radiation source. Furthermore, the discrimination of soot precursor molecules and soot precursor particles becomes possible through photoionization and this enables an improved understanding of the mass spectra. This should allow a particle growth mechanism to be deduced in the near future.